Job Description
Job Title:

Online Merchandising Administrator

Department:

Digital

Reports to:

Online Merchandising Assistant

Our Story
From its inception in 1994, Chrissie Rucker’s vision was to build a company that specialised in stylish, white,
designer-quality items for the home that were not only exceptional quality, but also outstanding value for
money. In addition to this devotion to simplicity, it was imperative the customer was put at the heart of
everything, and provided with a second-to-none shopping experience - and so The White Company was born.
Today, the company that began as a 12-page mail-order brochure has become one of the UK’s fast-growing
multi-channel retailers and a leading lifestyle brand with 60 stores across the UK and impressive global growth.
The White Company also has two stores in the US – 155 Fifth Avenue NY and The Mall, Short Hills, New Jersey,
plus concessions in selected Nordstrom stores.

The Role
To ensure the website reflects and enhances The White Company brand values.
The key deliverables of this job role are:
 Ensure excellent website standards within your product area
 Working with the Online Assistant Merchandiser to ensure that Category launches/campaigns are
reflected online
 Support the Online Assistant Merchandiser through sales and stock reporting
 Awareness and communication of relevant competitor activity
 Full understanding of the specific category product offer.
Main Duties and Responsibilities
Daily running of site










Awareness of online shopping and competitive market within your product/category areas. Regular
feedback on what is happening with the competition
Report and feedback any availability issues to the Online AM
Ensure excellent site standards at all times, in particular the use of banners, links, asset availability
and landing page CTA’s
Ensuring the customer journey is logical for ease of shopping and top nav optimised.
Ensure the taxonomy is correct and changes communicated to the content team
Ensure product flags are updated and reflect current trading at all times, including best selling, new
arrivals, stock availability, product banners, online exclusives
Ensure that products are launched on the website on time
Ensure that page rankings, facets and product boosting are optimised at all times
Ensure that landing pages are updated regularly












Ensure good stock availability on products featured in email and landing page assets
Understanding what the customers are looking for via click map and internal search terms and take
action in line with the Online AM guidance
Manage ‘new in’ and new seasonal categories to be set up as part of the brief from the AM
Take action from product/site feedback, including Web bugs, Site Standards. Feed any changes
through to Content coordinator for Gold standards documentation
Manage any URL re-directs and support marketing team to ensure site is SEO optimised
Ensure any B&M promotions/markdowns are executed correctly online
React to B&M requests on either reinstating any products previously removed from the site, or taking
products down, to hold off for a period of time.
Support any features online through the creation of sub category pages
Work with the Content coordinators to ensure that products are ranged correctly online and set up is
completed within the critical path
Responsible for providing Peerius with any spreadsheet uploads from Imagery team for improved
recommendations

Supporting the Online Assistant Merchandiser






Monitoring and analysing sales to aid decisions made by the Online AM, including highlights, lowlights
and best sellers
Support the Online AM in the creation and publish of any weekly trading documentation
With clear guidance from the Online AM for each key launch/campaign, ensure the Category strategy
is reflected online
Creation of briefs incorporating content and merchandising requirements to production teams
Supporting the Online AM in their trading area generally

Key Measures/KPI’s




Sales against operating plan
Site Standards
Support for the Online AM

Skills & Experience









Able to communicate effectively, work well within a team and have a pro-active, ‘can-do’ attitude
Ability analysing and reporting information
Can work on their own initiative as well as part of a team.
Attention to detail and the ability to work under pressure and within deadlines are essential
A good grasp of Microsoft word and excel
Ability to develop relationships with appropriate areas with Multichannel and within the wider
business
Confidence in understanding data and reporting.
Knowledge and passion about online and multi-channel retail and customer experience

Note: This outline is to be used as a guide only. Changes in this Job Description may occur as the department
changes and grows.

